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optivo® broadmail Data Connector for Adobe Analytics
This integration combines the power of email marketing software optivo® broadmail integrated feedback system and the
behavioral reporting of Adobe Analytics to create powerful analytics and optimization opportunities for your organization.

optivo® broadmail is a professional email marketing software. Its main function is to create, send and evaluate newsletter and
email campaigns. optivo® broadmail is available as a cloud service (software as a service).

The optivo® broadmail integration offers automated remarketing and data synchronization, leading to increased conversions
and revenue. The integration enables marketers to synchronize automatically segments for their customers, based on their email
interaction and site behavior. The automated data exchange of customizable segments helps you to create highly targeted email
campaigns that boost sales, such as shopping cart abandonment and post purchase remarketing to cross-, up- and resell products.

This integration also exchanges metrics of successful email campaigns from optivo® broadmail to Adobe Analytics. Crucial data
are displayed centrally in your email campaign overview.

Data Connectors Laboratory Program

This program is a fast track method for Adobe's third party platform partners to build integrations and deliver them to our joint
market. The integrations are completely developed by our partners and made available on the Adobe Marketing Cloud following
community methodologies. They are made available without additional charge to Adobe customers of the Adobe Analytics and
other Solutions and are provided on an as-is basis with no implied warranties from Adobe due to the third party nature of the
integrations.

If you have questions regarding your current service, warrantee or licensing, please contact your Adobe Account Manager.

Key Benefits and Features

This integration includes the following key benefits:

• Recover shoppers who browse and abandon
• Increase sales with targeted cross-sell and up-sell remarketing
• Automatic segment-based campaigns
• Optimized campaigns in progress
• Segments in  for targeted remarketing
• Constant campaign metric updates
• Automated conversation triggers

Dynamic Marketing Segments

This integration features the following dynamic marketing segments:

• Purchase Profiles: Increase repeat orders and average order value through campaigns targeted by visitor purchase patterns.

• Product/Content View Behavioral Profile: Reach prospective customers through marketing segments based on product views
and content access profiling.

• Cart Abandonment Profile: Help visitors convert to customers through fine-tuned campaigns specifically designed for those
who are hesitant to complete carts.

• Effective Remarketing: Customers can also create and schedule custom remarketing segments specific to the needs of their
users.
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Before You Activate
Before starting the Data Connectors integration for optivo® broadmail, complete the following requirements:

Adobe Analytics Requirements

• Report Suite Specific: Be advised this integration is report-suite specific. Ensure that you have selected the desired report suite
prior to activating the integration.

• Available and configured Adobe Analytics variables: This integration requires custom events and custom eVars. See Adobe
Analytics Variables.

• Authorized Representative: Be advised that the enablement of this integration might cause your company to incur fees in
accordance with your service agreement with Adobe, Inc. or your service agreement with one of Adobe's trusted partners, as
applicable. By activating this integration, you hereby represent that you are an authorized representative of your company;
and as such, your company agrees to pay the fees, if any, set forth in the service agreement described above.

• Message ID: The integration requires that we capture and store a "Message ID" within a Adobe Analytics variable (eVar).
These IDs are needed to identify the mailings you sent. As part of the setup process, you must identify an eVar for this purpose
when prompted by the Wizard.

• Recipient ID: The integration requires that we capture and store a "Recipient ID" within a Adobe Analytics variable (eVar).
This ID is an encoded or numeric representation of an email address from the optivo® broadmail system. This "Recipient ID"
is associated with downstream visitor behavior on the site (cart abandons, purchases, etc.) that is pulled into the optivo®

broadmail system and can be leveraged for remarketing purposes. As part of the setup process, you must identify an eVar for
this purpose when prompted by the Wizard.

• Post Click Time: As a part of the setup process, this integration requires an assignment to an eVar that corresponds to the
time of a post click action. This is needed to transmit information about a recipient action to optivo® broadmail after the
recipient clicked a link in a mailing.

• Post Click Product: As a part of the setup process, this integration requires an assignment to an eVar that corresponds to the
offered product that is associated with a post click action. This is needed to transmit information about a recipient action to
optivo® broadmail after the recipient clicked a link in a mailing.

• Post Click Type of Action: As a part of the setup process, this integration requires an assignment to an eVar that corresponds
to the type of a post click action. This is needed to transmit information about a recipient action to optivo® broadmail after
the recipient clicked a link in a mailing.

• Privacy Compliance: You should understand that by enabling Recipient or Visitor ID tracking, this feature may track personally
identifiable information of your site visitors. This has privacy implications requiring the implementation of appropriate
procedures by your organization, such as providing notice to, and consent of, your site visitors.

optivo® broadmail Requirements

• Current Customer of optivo® broadmail: This integration requires you to be a customer of both Adobe and optivo® broadmail.
If you are not currently a customer of optivo® broadmail, you will not have the information necessary to complete the integration
wizard. If you are currently a customer of optivo® broadmail, you will need your optivo® broadmail Account ID, or the unique
identifier assigned to your organization, in order to complete the integration wizard.

Pricing

Be advised that the enablement of this integration might cause your company to incur fees in accordance with your service
agreement with Adobe, Inc. or your service agreement with one of Adobe's trusted partners, as applicable.
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By activating this integration, you hereby represent that you are an authorized representative of your company; and as such,
your company agrees to pay the fees, if any, set forth in the service agreement described above.

Adobe Pricing Considerations

Current customers of the Adobe Analytics solution have no additional cost associated to using this Data Connectors Integration.
Customers who have not yet move to the new Adobe Analytics product should contact their Adobe Account Representative for
further details. Contact information can be found in Contact and Legal Information.

optivo® broadmail Pricing Considerations

This integration is available to optivo® broadmail customers, however additional integration fees will apply. Please contact
sales@optivo.com for pricing details. Please contact optivo® broadmail for pricing details.

Adobe Analytics Variables

This integration requires Adobe Analytics variables to track optivo® broadmail metrics.

After identifying the Event and eVars to use with this integration, they must be enabled in the Analytics Admin Console (see
Report Suites for instructions).

Required Variables

DescriptionPopulation MethodNameVariable Type

Number of email messages that were not
delivered to recipients and are considered
permanently undeliverable.

Automatically imported from
optivo® broadmail.

Hard Bouncesevent (numeric)

Number of email messages that were not
delivered to recipients due to a delivery
problem.

Automatically imported from
optivo® broadmail.

Soft Bouncesevent (numeric)

Number of visitors who clicked the email
message.

Automatically imported from
optivo® broadmail.

Clickedevent (numeric)

Number of visitors who opened the email
message.

Automatically imported from
optivo® broadmail.

Openedevent (numeric)

Number of email messages that were sent.Automatically imported from
optivo® broadmail.

Sentevent (numeric)

The Unsubscribed event lets you see the
number of visitors who opened the email

Automatically imported from
optivo® broadmail.

Unsubscribedevent (numeric)

message but then clicked the Unsubscribe link
to opt-out of future email messages from your
organization.

This ID is an encoded or numeric
representation of an email address from the

Collected from query parameters
in email links through the

Recipient IDeVar

optivo® broadmail system. This "Recipient ID"automated collection method or a
JavaScript plug-in. is associated with downstream visitor behavior

on the site (cart abandons, purchases, etc.) that
is pulled into the optivo® broadmail system and
can be leveraged for remarketing purposes.
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DescriptionPopulation MethodNameVariable Type

Stores the unique mailing ID. This is often
captured in the campaign variable.

Collected from query parameters
in email links through the
automated collection method or a
JavaScript plug-in.

Message IDeVar or s.campaign

This is needed to transmit information about
a recipient action to optivo® broadmail after
the recipient clicked a link in a mailing.

Collected from query parameters
in email links through the
automated collection method or a
JavaScript plug-in.

Post Click TimeeVar

This is needed to transmit information about
a recipient action to optivo® broadmail after
the recipient clicked a link in a mailing.

Collected from query parameters
in email links through the
automated collection method or a
JavaScript plug-in.

Post Click ProducteVar

This is needed to transmit information about
a recipient action to optivo® broadmail after
the recipient clicked a link in a mailing.

Collected from query parameters
in email links through the
automated collection method or a
JavaScript plug-in.

Post Click Type of
Action

eVar
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Activate the Integration
Use the Adobe Data Connectors Configuration Wizard to set up the optivo® broadmail integration.

1. Start Data Connectors and click + Add New to add a new integration.
2. In the Show list, select By Name and drag the optivo® broadmail integration to an empty plug-in slot.
3. Complete the Integration Wizard using the information in the following table:

DescriptionField

The report suite that receives the data from this integration.Report Suite

Specify the integration name that Data Connectors displays in the report suite’s Active
Integration List.

Integration Name

Provide an email address to receive integration-related information.E-Mail Address

This is the unique identifier assigned to your organization by your Email Service Provider.
It will be used when requesting email campaign data (e.g. # Sent, # Opened, # Clicked,
etc.) from and sending visitor segments to your Email Service Provider.

Account ID

This ID is an encoded or numeric representation of an email address from the optivo®

broadmail system. This "Recipient ID" is associated with downstream visitor behavior on

Recipient ID

the site (cart abandons, purchases, etc.) that is pulled into the optivo® broadmail system
and can be leveraged for remarketing purposes.

(Required) Stores the unique mailing ID. These classification dimensions are created by
the Data Connectors wizard for the Message ID:

Message ID

Campaigns: Campaigns associated with the message.

Channel: The channel of transmission, this is constantly "optivo broadmail".

Country Code: This field contains the country code of the origin sender country. It is a
constant "DE".

Delivery Tool: Method of transmission, always "Email".

Message Name: The name of the mailing, as it is configured in optivo® broadmail.

Start Date: Timestamp of the start of this mailing.

(Required) This is needed to transmit information about a recipient action to optivo®

broadmail after the recipient clicked a link in a mailing.
Post Click Time

(Required) This is needed to transmit information about a recipient action to optivo®

broadmail after the recipient clicked a link in a mailing.
Post Click Product

(Required) This is needed to transmit information about a recipient action to optivo®

broadmail after the recipient clicked a link in a mailing.
Post Click Type of Action
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DescriptionField

(Required) Specify the Adobe Analytics event that stores the hard bounces data imported
from the email system.

Hard Bounce

Number of email messages that were not delivered to recipients and are considered
permanently undeliverable.

(Required) Specify the Adobe Analytics event that stores the soft bounces data imported
from the email system.

Soft Bounce

Number of email messages that were not delivered to recipients due to a delivery problem.

(Required) Specify the Adobe Analytics event that stores the email clicked data imported
from the email system.

Clicked

The Clicked event lets you see the number of visitors who clicked the email message.

(Required) Specify the Adobe Analytics event that stores the email opened data imported
from the email system.

Opened

The Opened event lets you see the number of visitors who opened the email message.

(Required) Specify the Adobe Analytics event that stores the email sent data imported
from the email system.

Sent

The Sent event lets you see the number of email messages that were sent.

(Required) Specify the Adobe Analytics event that stores the email unsubscribe data
imported from the email system.

Unsubscribed

The Unsubscribed event lets you see the number of visitors who opened the email message
but then clicked the Unsubscribe link to opt-out of future email messages from your
organization.

Enable existing segments to be used together with this integration (optional).Segments

Enable the recommended access privileges.Access Requests

Select JavaScript Plug-in if you want to use the s_code.js plug-in as the collection model
for this integration (see ).

Data Collection

Select Automated Solution if you want to use an automated collection model for this
integration, then specify the unique identifiers used for this integration.

If you select this option, specify the unique identifiers used for this integration:

Message ID Query String Parameter:This value represents the Message ID appended to
the landing page URL by your email partner.
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DescriptionField

Recipient ID Query String Parameter: This value represents the Recipient ID appended
to the landing page URL by your email partner.

Automatically generate a dashboard and bookmarks for the integration.Dashboard and Bookmark
Generation
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Adobe Analytics Plug-In Code
If you selected the JavaScript Plug-In data collection method, copy the following lines of code and add them to the Adobe
Analytics code on your pages.
/*
 * Plugin: getQueryParam 2.3
 */
s.getQueryParam=new Function("p","d","u",""
+"var s=this,v='',i,t;d=d?d:'';u=u?u:(s.pageURL?s.pageURL:s.wd.locati"
+"on);if(u=='f')u=s.gtfs().location;while(p){i=p.indexOf(',');i=i<0?p"
+".length:i;t=s.p_gpv(p.substring(0,i),u+'');if(t){t=t.indexOf('#')>-"
+"1?t.substring(0,t.indexOf('#')):t;}if(t)v+=v?d+t:t;p=p.substring(i="
+"=p.length?i:i+1)}return v");
s.p_gpv=new Function("k","u",""
+"var s=this,v='',i=u.indexOf('?'),q;if(k&&i>-1){q=u.substring(i+1);v"
+"=s.pt(q,'&','p_gvf',k)}return v");
s.p_gvf=new Function("t","k",""
+"if(t){var s=this,i=t.indexOf('='),p=i<0?t:t.substring(0,i),v=i<0?'T"
+"rue':t.substring(i+1);if(p.toLowerCase()==k.toLowerCase())return s."
+"epa(v)}return ''");

/*
 * in the s_doPlugins function
 */
s.eVar8=s.getQueryParam("MID"); // Message ID as assigned by broadmail
s.eVar9=s.getQueryParam("RID"); // Recipient ID as assigned by broadmail

I am not sure, if that is useful and/or necessary, but I though the 
client may specify the Post Click values in the s_doPlugins function as 
well. Maybe it were useful to add some example definitions like the 
following to indicate the use of these variables.

/*
 * Optional custom settings of the Post Click data that is transferred to optivo broadmail.
 * Also to be defined in the s_doPlugins function.
 */
s.eVar10="May 10, 2012"; // the date the Post Click occurred
s.eVar11="Post Click Product ID"; // e.g. "shoes"
s.eVar12="Post Click Type of Action"; // e.g. "purchase";

Note:  The plugin above assumes certain Custom Commerce Variables (eVars) are available. If the variables specified in the
plugin above are not available within your Adobe Analytics deployment, simply replace them with those that are available.
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